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THE 'FINANCIAL WAR' ON TERRORISM
Within hours of the horrific events of 11 September 2001, President George Bush and his advisers had launched a 'financial war' on terrorism, deploying the weaponry that has been developed over the years in the 'war on drugs'. But seizing terrorist property is a rather different matter from seeking to take the profit out of conventional crime something we have learned from our o experience in Northern Ireland. As it becomes increasingly obvious that relating funds to a terrorist enterprise is even more difficult than establishing wealth to be the product (presumptively or otherwise) of crime, we have heard more ol 'disruption' than seizure. Professor G L Pereis, an international jurist of considerable renown and now the minister at the forefront of the negotiations with the Tamil Tigers in Sri Lanka, gave an address to the symposium. This was delivered in his usual low-key manner, but was nonetheless charged with emotion and good sense. He emphasised that the law was one thing, and politics quite another. The solution to dealing with terror is political, and resort to the law can have quite unpredictable and even contrary results a sentiment shared by many with regard to the US PATRIOT Act! Professor Barry Rider
